If a PROCEED response is made to V53 flashing in P53 and P54, the program hangs up as a sleeping job.

Hybrid run testing out P54.

CAUSE:
Coding error.

RECOGNITION:
After a PRO response to V53 flashing, the DSKY remains blank thereafter.

MISSION EFFECT:
Requires recovery.

AVOIDANCE PROCEDURE:
Do not PRO on V53 flashing in P53, P54.

RECOVERY PROCEDURE:
Select P54 again

PROGRAM CORRECTION:
Change PRO response to redisplay V53 without doing a CLEANDSP.

RECOMMENDED DISPOSITION (Fix, Workaround, etc.):
Fix for COLOSSUS 2A.

RECOMMENDED RE-TESTING:

NASA DIRECTION:

CLOSING ACTION TAXE:
MIT will fix for COLOSSUS 2A.